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Pre-Reqs
• Photoshop

◦ Untested in Gimp as large file support in gimp is pokey
• Flexcolor Software

◦ Only really for ICCs to be installed on the system
• Suggested Reading: Hitchhiker’s Guide to Digital Colour

◦ Fantastic series on understanding colour for pixel pushers

Why would you do it the hard way?
Many people are happy with what they get from a commercial lab and to be honest, it matches the 
Instagram film aesthetic for many. If that works for you, great! All the power to you. Other’s are also 
happy with what they get out of Flexcolor, again great! All the power to you! 

I started this both to improve my own knowledge and workflows and to ensure that I’m getting the 
most out of the tools I have at my disposal. 
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What is in a name?

A 3F file is a tif with extra steps.

Thank goodness for standards! A 3F file is as basic as you’re going to get. It contains, as far as I can 
tell, the neg as the scanner saw it, warts and all. 

On the next page, I’ll outline the steps that I go through to get to the basis of a colour image that you 
can further refine and dust bust.

Preserve your source

Copy 3F file and rename <Meaningful File name>-RAW.tif Or something else that 
works for you. The .tif part is important, that is what tells photoshop what type of file it is. 

I like to preserve the original 3F file just in case. Saves you from having to rescan if you really bork 
something up.

Open in Photoshop

I’ve got Photoshop set up to ask me what to do anytime it encounters an untagged image.



Assign Flexcolour Input Profile and tick the “and then convert document to working RGB” box

Make sure your working space is AdobeRGB. You’ve calibrated and characterized your display right? 
Right?

Get the base mask and DMIN

Use 11x11pixel average colour picker and establish the base mask colour and DMIN from unexposed 
film.  It is easier to get from between frames on the scan if you have scanned more than one.

Untested suggestion for 4x5 users: Scan your original properly, the slide the neg down to expose the 
edge and scan part of that.  



Create solid colour layer and set blend mode to divide. 

The solid colour screen will default to the foreground colour from
the picker, which should look like a pale orange/salmon colour.
The base mask changes from stock to stock and roll to roll. 



Merge the Inverted Neg

Merge Visible to new layer and preserve future adjustments.
CTL-ALT-SHIFT E (Windows)

CTL-G rename to neg and add base plus adjustment layers

Invert

Now you have a colour image but it still looks bad
because the DR of the scanner vastly exceeds your
neg. The max and min code values of scanner and
Dmax and Dmin need to have their ratio
determined. 

If you’ve read hg2dc.com, then you’ll know code
values mean nothing without context. 

Crop
At this point, I crop my image so that the histogram isn’t thrown off by values outside the desired 
image, such as the edges of the magnetic film holder.

Adjust

Use Levels adjustment layer to adjust white and black point and mid grey. 

Use Curves adjustment layer to set contrast curve as desired
A pull down in the mids is generally enough get good looking contrast
At this point you’re emulating the response of photo paper to get something that looks pleasing 

to the eye. 

Dust Busting

Create a new layer above your background and name it Dust Removal. Use the healing brush to remove
dust. Make sure to select Sample all layers. 

Convert to Smart Object
At this point, you may convert the background to a smart object to access all the tools therein. 
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Note on exporting for the
web

If you’re working in a colour
managed workflow, remember
to check the box in the export
page to convert to sRGB and
to embed the profile. Friends
don’t let friends share
untagged images. 

TODO
• Create G44 specific ICC profile for the scanner.


